
Sensual Society  EVAN ANTHONY & MIKE DENNERY

Project Requirements 
CREATE A PROJECT that allows a user to 

explore an environment through moveable 

imagery and navigation.

Project Summary
AN EDUCATIONAL and humorous 

exploration of the gamut of human sexuality. 

User explores a giant orgy encompassing 

many fetishes, learning basic information about 

various paraphilias and maybe, just maybe, 

broadening their minds. The structure of the 

environment will be 5+ main fetishes with 

distinct buildings/environment and a large 

amount of characters with minor fetishes 

represented by single pairs. Site created as if 

it were commissioned by the Museum of Sex, 

thus informative, tasteful, humorous, and a bit 

shocking. Fetishes will have their scientific name 

as well as graphic representation.

Project Goals
EDUCATE THE USER about the gamut of 

human sexuality. 

INCREASE THE USERS comfort with sexuality 

through playful exploration and participation.

ENTERTAIN THE USER with humor 

and interactivity. Have fun with sexuality

CREATE AN EXPERIENCE of exploration 

and interaction in a fully realized environment.

CREATE SOMETHING UNIQUE for our 

portfolio both in subject and design.

Target Audience
18 - 38 year olds. These individuals are 

comfortable enough with sexuality to explore 

the site to begin with. No prudes but we’re not 

soley targeting free love nymphomaniacs.

Course
QTVR

Project Timeline
Week 5

Finish design document. Design exploration and 

creation of style guide. Typography, colors,  

and character designs picked. Print out work 

for lecture.

Week 6

Refinement of designs and style guide. Working 

on comping all states of the site. Building 

content in a workable form so that it is  

easily implemented. 

Week 7

Design finalized. Working on environments.

Week 8

All environments designed and ready to be put 

in Flash. Work on parallax. Design and animate 

characters.

Week 9

Continue development/animation. 

Week 10

PANIC! Get everything working. Hopefully have 

time to start polish.

Week 11

Last touches. Bug hunt and polish. Add in more 

individual fetish animations if time permits.

Course End

Add more animations. Bug hunt. Sound.

URL
http://cias.rit.edu/~eba9331/sexSite/

Review/112009/bin/sensualSociety.html

Eventually the site might be moved to  

www.sensualsociety.org.



Pitch Poster



Conceptual Direction
THE UNDERLYING theme/story of the site 

is one of exploring ones comfort in regards 

to unorthodox sexual practices as well as 

attempting to understand ones own sexuality. 

To this end we are structing a site in which 

the user is encouraged to particpate in the 

orgy he is witnessing.  The user is not just an 

omnipotent voyeur but actively particpates by 

helping the lovers, pleasuring the site, etc. The 

is is more than a freak show, it is a celebration 

of love and the exploration of social norms. 

By participating the user is not just giggling 

but becoming, if not more accepting or 

understanding, at some level comfortable.

THE USER SHALL participate in 

uncontroversial ways that help the different 

groups of lovers. In addition to this the user 

will actually be pleasuring the site itself by 

using it. Each mouse click, rollover, etc, will be 

acknowledged by the site itself (in the interface 

and BG). You are making love to the site in 

subtle ways and the site rewards you for this. 

Upon finding each fetish and helping them all 

the site will orgasm.



Aesthetic Direction
Emphasis on abstraction and humor which 

will distance the site from vulgarity. Vibrant, 

friendly colors to set a welcoming and fun 

tone. Limited color palette. Organic and soft 

shapes to imic the human body and make the 

site more friendly. Possibly VAG or Gotham 

Rounded for typography. Iconographic charac-

ters and environment. Surreal BG/environment 

for characters to inhabit. High contrast in scale 

between characters, environment, type, etc.

Lots of simple animations. Zones for major fe-

tishes are themed accordingly. The site will be 

modularly designed so that additional areas 

can be added or removed.

Inspiration/Moodboard



Illustration/Body Reference
Reference for characters/environment.



Interaction Design
The site will have a lot to do but simple 

functionality overall. There will be a clear 

global navigation that allows the user to jump 

to each section they want. The user will have 

simple tasks to help the lovers such as drag 

and drops, button mashing, etc. Rollovers will 

add alot of life to the site. Parralax will give the 

environment depth and fun. Interacting with the 

site will be responded with animation/sound of 

the site interface and/or the BG (user is making 

love to the site). Nothing terribly technical.

Interaction Reference.
http://playprime.jp

http://www.imaginingmozambique.com/



Paraphilia Zones
Public Paraphilias

Voyeurism

Exhibitionism

Frotteurism (rubbing against strangers)

Symphorophilia (witnessing a disaster)

Sacofricosis (hole in pants to masturbate)

Sensation Paraphilias

S&M

Autoerotic Asphixiation

Aquaphilia (being in water)

Salirophilia (being dirty)

Agonophilia (fighting)

Algolagnia (pain)

Dippoldism (spanking)

Dacryphilia (crying)

Non-Human Love

Zoophilia (animals)

Dendrophilia (trees)

Necrophilia (corpses)

Agalmatophilia (statues)

Ursusagalmatophilia (teddy bears)

*Typophilia (typography)

Fetishes

Clothing Fetishism

Shoe Fetishism

Podophilia (feet)

Ponyplay

Emetophilia (vomit)

Macrophilia (giants)

Urolagnia (urine)

Hierophilia (religious objects)

Trichophilia (hair)

Phallophlia (extraordinarily large penis)

Wilderness (area between main zones)

Narratophilia (talking dirty)

Pyrophilia (fire)

Erotophonophilia (murder)

Autassassinophilia (life threatenting situations)

Salirophilia (making partner dirty)

Vorarephilia (idea of being eaten)

Paraphilic Infantalism (being a baby)

Lactaphilia (breast milk)

*Joke fetish. 



Preloader
Purpose

INTRODUCTION to the site. 

SET THE TONE of the site.

Content

AMOUNT LOADED. 

SITE TITLE.

INTRO COPY.

Functionality

LOAD the site.

DISPLAY load times.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY. 

SET TONE of the coming orgy.

DON’T SHOW the whole thing, leave 

some mystery.



Home
Purpose

CALL TO ACTION to explore the site. 

SET THE TONE of the site.

Content

SITE TITLE.

INTRO COPY, explain interactions.

Functionality

GLOBAL NAVIGATION.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY. 

SET TONE of the coming orgy. 

ORGY on the periphery. Tease, don’t show. 

Thus have people sleeping, smoking cigarettes, 

etc. Dick off screen.



Public Paraphilias
Purpose

SHOW the paraphilias dependent on a public 

context. Educate user about what happens. 

USER PARTICPATES in public sexual acts by 

aiding the group of voyeurs watch the group of 

exhibitionists.

Content

LOVERS OF Voyeurism, Exhibitionism, 

Frotteurism (rubbing against strangers), 

Symphorophilia (witnessing a disaster), 

Sacofricosis (hole in pants to masturbate)

SCIENTIFIC NAME of the fetish/paraphilia.

FACTS.

Functionality

ROLLOVERS of environment/couples. 

Environmental rollovers expose parts of 

the site. User can be a voyeur by removing 

a curtain to reveal or be an exhibitionist by 

makign the site be sexaul in front of the group.

DRAG AND DROP to bring voyeurs and 

exhibitionists together.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY./SURREAL

ENVIRONMENT has elements of public life. 

Things like a subway station, street, etc. Nothing 

absolutely literal, but recognisable as a  

public space.



Sensation Paraphilias
Purpose

SHOW the paraphilias dependent on a physical 

sensation. Educate user about what happens. 

USER PARTICPATES in sensation paraphilias by 

hurting S&Mers and the site itself.

Content

LOVERS OF S&M, Autoerotic Asphixiation, 

Aquaphilia (being in water), Salirophilia (being 

dirty), Agonophilia (fighting), Algolagnia (pain), 

Dippoldism (spanking), Dacryphilia (crying)

SCIENTIFIC NAME of the fetish/paraphilia.

FACTS.

Functionality

ROLLOVERS of environment/couples. 

Environmental rollovers cause parts of the 

surreal environment to spank itself or rub itself. 

CLICKFEST to cause a roof to collapse 

on S&Mers.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY./SURREAL

ENVIRONMENT has elements of sensation. 

Hand-like, nose-like, etc.



Non-Human Love
Purpose

SHOW the paraphilias where the object of love 

is something other than a human being.

USER PARTICPATES in loving the non-human 

and playing inter-species cupid.

Content

LOVERS OF Zoophilia (animals), Dendrophilia 

(trees), Necrophilia (corpses), Agalmatophilia 

(statues), Ursusagalmatophilia (teddy bears), 

*Typophilia (typography)

SCIENTIFIC NAME of the fetish/paraphilia.

FACTS.

Functionality

ROLLOVERS of environment/couples. 

Environmental rollovers cause parts of the the 

environment to make love to other,  

dissimilar parts. 

Q&A to reunite interspecie lovers.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY./SURREAL

ENVIRONMENT has elements of natural world, 

trees and such.



Fetishes
Purpose

SHOW the paraphilias where the focus of love 

is on an object or attribute of a person.

USER PARTICPATES in fetishising 

the site.

Content

LOVERS OF Clothing Fetishism, Shoe Fetishism

Podophilia (feet), Ponyplay, Emetophilia 

(vomit), Macrophilia (giants), Urolagnia (urine), 

Hierophilia (religious objects), Trichophilia (hair), 

Phallophlia (extraordinarily large penis), 

SCIENTIFIC NAME of the fetish/paraphilia.

FACTS.

Functionality

ROLLOVERS of environment/couples. 

Environmental rollovers cause parts of the the 

environment to make love to other,  

dissimilar parts. 

DRAG AND DROP to give fetishized objects 

to fetishists.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY./SURREAL

ENVIRONMENT has elements of 

fetishistic objects.



Wilderness
Purpose

SHOW the paraphilias that are very rare or 

tend to defy classification

SEPERATE the zones.

Content

LOVERS OF Narratophilia (talking dirty), 

Pyrophilia (fire), Erotophonophilia (murder), 

Autassassinophilia (life threatenting situations), 

Salirophilia (making partner dirty), Vorarephilia 

(idea of being eaten), Paraphilic Infantalism 

(being a baby)

Functionality

ROLLOVERS of environment/couples. 

Environmental rollovers relate to parahilias.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY./SURREAL

ENVIRONMENT is totally fudged up. Take 

elements of the fetishes. Simpler than the 

main zones.



Send to a Friend
Purpose

DRIVE MORE TRAFFIC TO THE SITE.

Content

CALL to action.

EXPLANATION copy.

FROM “___”.

Functionality

USER enters in email. 

SEND to friend.

Design

SEXY/FUNNY. 



Exploration



Screen Captures
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